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Abstract: The characteristics of the vertical and temporal structure of the coastal atmospheric
boundary layer are variable for different sites and are often not well known. Continuous monitoring
of the atmospheric boundary layer was carried out close to the Tyrrhenian Sea, near Tarquinia (Italy),
in 2015–2017. A ground-based remote sensing instrument (triaxial Doppler sodar) and in situ sensors
(meteorological station, ultrasonic anemometer/thermometer, and net radiometer) were used to
measure vertical wind velocity profiles, the thermal structure of the atmosphere, the height of the
turbulent layer, turbulent heat and momentum fluxes in the surface layer, atmospheric radiation,
and precipitation. Diurnal alternation of the atmospheric stability types governed by the solar cycle
coupled with local sea/land breeze circulation processes is found to be variable and is classified into
several main regimes. Low-level jets (LLJ) at heights of 100–300 m above the surface with maximum
wind speed in the range of 5–18 m s−1 occur in land breezes, both during the night and early in the
morning. Empirical relationships between the LLJ core wind speed characteristics and those near
the surface are obtained. Two separated turbulent sub-layers, both below and above the LLJ core,
are often observed, with the upper layer extending up to 400–600 m. Kelvin–Helmholtz billows
associated with internal gravity–shear waves occurring in these layers present opposite slopes, in
correspondence with the sign of vertical wind speed gradients. Our observational results provide a
basis for the further development of theoretical and modelling approaches, taking into account the
wave processes occurring in the atmospheric boundary layer at the land–sea interface.

Keywords: coastal zone; Doppler sodar; internal gravity–shear waves; Kelvin–Helmholtz billows;
low-level jet; sea/land breeze circulation; temperature structure parameter; turbulence; ultrasonic
anemometer–thermometer

1. Introduction

Local atmospheric circulation is an important meteorological phenomenon, affecting the
weather in coastal regions and influencing atmospheric pollution transport and diffusion, convective
thunderstorms, aviation safety, the propagation of forest fires, the energy industry (wind turbines),
sports, tourism, services, etc. (see, e.g., [1–3]). Two inherent components—land and sea breezes—arise
from differential heating between land and water surfaces and produce a daily cycle of wind velocity
variation. Under real conditions, these flows are strongly influenced by zonal winds, synoptic pressure
fields, sea currents and upwellings, the orientation and orography of coastlines, radiation conditions,
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and other local factors. These factors can enhance or weaken the breezes, disturb their diurnal
variations, change the depth of breeze penetration to the land and the height of the return flow, and
affect the internal structure of the flow [4–7]. As a result, the breeze characteristics are very diverse
and vary over time, which has led to the necessity of long-term studies of the breezes in each specific
area. Many numerical models of breezes taking into account the above-mentioned local factors have
been proposed [7–10]; however, these models cannot completely replace field experiments. In most
experimental studies, the wind speed and related atmospheric parameters have been measured either
close to the land surface near the coastline or on low masts. Such measurements do not provide a
complete picture of the breeze circulation. Employment of ground-based remote sensing provides
more comprehensive knowledge of the vertical structure of the breezes [11].

The persistence of the sea/land breeze circulation on the Mediterranean coasts has been well
documented throughout the atmospheric literature [12–20], typically concerning local meso-scale
circulation features and their impact on pollution transport. Such factors as near-coastal topography
and synoptic large-scale flows have been shown to influence the characteristics of the local circulation
patterns [21–27]. Sea/land breeze events observed along the Tyrrhenian Sea coast of central Italy have
been studied by Colacino [28], who showed that, during the summer, the presence of the sea and its
related breeze circulation modified the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and affected
the urban heat island. Mastrantonio et al. [29], Leuzzi and Monti [30], and Ferretti et al. [31] have
shown a clear presence of the sea and land breeze regimes in this zone for all seasons. Wind regimes in
the southern part of Italy have been studied by Mangia et al. [32] and Calidonna et al. [33], based on
both modelled and observational (sodar and lidar) data.

Climatological studies (see, e.g., [26,34,35]) based on long-term sets of conventional meteorological
observations recorded with high temporal resolution at some Italian airports have shown that, in the
coastal regions of the Italian peninsula, the local circulation is usually predominant for the greater part
of the year with a pronounced diurnal cycle. Long-term observations of the vertical structure of the
wind field in the lowest several hundred metres by the use of a Doppler sodar at the Pratica di Mare
airport and the Castelporziano Estate have been presented in [26,27].

A low-level jet (LLJ) is a fast increase of wind speed (5–20 m s−1) with height, up to a certain
maximum at some altitude (50–1000 m), with a wind speed decrease above this level. This phenomenon
has been studied and described for many decades [3,36]. Particular contribution to the description of
LLJs has been due to results obtained from different remote sensing techniques, such as radars [37,38],
lidars [39–42], and sodars [43–45]. These techniques allow not only the measurement of vertical
profiles of wind velocity, but also the visualisation of some aspects of the spatial and temporal
structure of turbulence in LLJs. Recently, numerical modelling has provided additional information
on the mechanisms of formation of LLJs and the distribution of turbulence generated by them
(see, e.g., Fedorovich et al. [46]). Muschinski [47] considered the possibility of the existence of
Kelvin–Helmholtz billows (KHB) in LLJs, based on episodic examples of radar observations [48–50];
he assumed and schematically showed a possible pattern of wave braid-like structures, both below and
above the LLJ core, having opposite slopes. Some experimental examples of KHBs with different slopes
attributed to LLJs and different wind speed shears have been shown in [51–53] from sodar observations.
LLJs also occur in coastal zones [3], as a component of the sea/land breeze circulation. Some laboratory
experiments have demonstrated the presence of KHBs in sea breezes [54]. Few studies have presented
direct observational evidence of KHBs in sea breezes, however [55–58]. Numerical studies of KHBs in
sea breezes based on surface observations have been carried out by Sha et al. [59–61].

The purpose of this study is to determine the main characteristics and peculiarities of the diurnal
cycle of the local circulation on the Tyrrhenian Sea coast of Italy near Rome and to relate these features
to the characteristics of LLJs and wave processes. The features of micro-meteorological variables in
the surface layer and the vertical structure of the coastal atmospheric boundary layer, up to several
hundred metres, are presented. Observed nocturnal LLJs are characterised by the presence of two
turbulent layers, both below and above the LLJ core. Within these layers, KHB-like wavy structures
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having opposite slopes occur. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of such
long-lived patterns in the lower atmosphere. Reliable experimental data of these phenomena are also
important in evaluating the efficiency of numerical models when reproducing the local meteorology.

The description of the experimental setup is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we show the
different patterns of the diurnal behaviour of the boundary-layer wind field, in both summer and
winter, using sodar and anemometer observation data. The relationship between the diurnal cycles
of the different meteorological and turbulent variables at the surface and higher boundary layer is
analysed. The temporal and spatial features of LLJs are considered. The summary and conclusions are
presented in Section 4.

2. Experiments

2.1. Site Location and Characterisation

The atmospheric laboratory, LACOST (Coastal Atmospheric Laboratory Saline of Tarquinia), is
located close (<80 m) to the coastline of the Tyrrhenian Sea, near the protected area of the Saline
of Tarquinia (Lazio, Italy, 42◦12′14” E, 11◦43′22” N; see Figure 1), for the long-term monitoring of
the atmospheric boundary layer. Observations were made without interruption to measure the
wind field, the thermal structure of the atmosphere, the height of the turbulent layer, the turbulent
fluxes of heat and momentum, the atmospheric radiation, and precipitation. LACOST features both
ground-based remote sensing—triaxial Doppler sodar—and in situ—meteorological station, ultrasonic
anemometer–thermometer (hereafter, sonic), and radiometer set—sensors. Figure 2a shows the
antennas of the triaxial Doppler sodar. The micro-meteorological station used in LACOST is shown
in Figure 3. In 2016, one more sodar system was installed in the framework of the project System of
Atmospheric Monitoring in Real-Time (SMART) at the ENEL Torrevaldaliga North power plant at
Civitavecchia, located 10 km away from the LACOST site and approximately 500 m from the coastline
(see Figures 1 and 2b). But these data are not analysed in this paper, excepting one example of KHBs
in an LLJ.
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Figure 2. (a) The Doppler sodar antennas at the Saline of Tarquinia and (b) The Doppler sodar antennas
near the ENEL Torrevaldaliga Nord thermal power plant at Civitavecchia.
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Figure 3. The micro-meteorological station with an ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer,
thermo-hygrometer, net-radiometer, barometer, and pluviometer. The instrumentation is specified in
Table 1.

2.2. Sodar Measurements

The sodar system was developed by the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate of the
National Research Council of Italy (ISAC-CNR). The data processing algorithms and electronics have
been described in [62,63]. The sodar emits acoustic bursts into the atmosphere with durations of 0.1 s at
different carrier frequencies (1750, 2000, and 2250 Hz, one for each channel-antenna) in three directions
simultaneously at a pulse repetition rate of 6 s, limiting the maximum potential range to 800 m, with a
lowest observation height of approximately 50 m and a vertical resolution for wind measurements of
approximately 28 m. The back-scattered signals received by the antennae are sampled after appropriate
filtering, then a fast Fourier transform is performed. The radial wind velocity and echo intensity in
the three directions are calculated from the obtained Doppler spectra to provide vertical profiles of
the horizontal wind speed and direction, as well as the vertical component and its variance together
with reflectivity.

Acoustic remote sensing, based on the scattering of acoustic waves by small-scale turbulent
temperature and wind fluctuations, provides a clear pattern of the structure of the ABL (see, e.g., Brown
and Hall [64]). Sodar allows for continuous monitoring of the vertical profile of the temperature
structure parameter CT

2, as the intensity of the back-scattered acoustic signal is proportional to
CT

2 [64–66]. The parameter CT
2 is a proportionality factor in the 2/3 law for the structure function DT,

valid within the inertial subrange of locally isotropic turbulence (Obukhov [67]):

DT(r) = [T′(r1) − T′(r2)]
2 = C2

Tr2/3, (1)
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where T′(r) is the temperature fluctuation around its mean at the point r, and r = |r1 − r2| is the distance
between the points r1 and r2. In acoustic remote sensing, CT

2 is determined from measurements of the
intensity of the back-scattered acoustic signal (Tatarskii [65]):

C2
T = 0.25× 103T2k−1/3σ180, (2)

where σ180 is the effective back-scattering cross-section per unit of scattering volume per unit solid angle,
T is the absolute temperature, and k is the wavenumber. Note that only those small-scale turbulent
temperature inhomogeneities whose vertical dimensions are equal to one half of the wavelength of
the emitted sound wave produce scattering at an angle of 180◦ [65]. The turbulence structure of the
atmosphere is, then, depicted by sodar echograms which show the cross-section of a time-height
distribution of CT

2 [64]. The possibility of reliable quantitative measurements of CT
2 by using a

calibrated sodar has been demonstrated in many studies (see, e.g., [68–70]). Nevertheless, even
non-calibrated sodar can provide useful information about the spatial and temporal distribution of
thermal turbulence in the ABL. In fact, thermal turbulence is a perfect indicator of any sub-mesoscale
disturbances being generated and, so, a sodar is able to visualise their morphology and to help
determine which kind of phenomenon occurs.

2.3. Other Measurements

The micro-meteorological station of LACOST was equipped with the following instrumentation:
A triaxial ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer USA-1 (Metek Scientific, Elmshorn Germany), placed
5 m above ground level (a.g.l.); a four-component net radiometer CNR1 (Kipp & Zonen, Delft,
The Netherlands) including two CM3 pyranometers and two CG3 pyrgeometers, a thermo-hygrometer
HMP155 (Vaisala, Vantaa, Finland), a barometer PTB110 (Vaisala), and a rain gauge C100A (LASTEM,
Italy). The data were digitised and collected with a CR3000 (Campbell, Camden, NJ, USA) data logger
and transmitted to a remote computer. The sonic anemometer operated at a sampling frequency of
10 Hz. The technical information concerning the set of meteorological instruments is summarised in
Table 1.

The planar fit method (Lee et al. [71]) was used to correct the data from the sonic anemometer
for possible errors due to the tilt of the support. The turbulent fluxes were calculated using the eddy
covariance method [71] for every 5 min interval with linear detrending (to avoid the contribution
of sub-mesoscale phenomena) and, then, averaged over 1 h. The other turbulent parameters were
estimated with the same time averaging.

Table 1. Technical characteristics of the meteorological instruments.

Instrument Type Accuracy Sampling Period (s) Heights (m)

Ultrasonic
anemometer Metek USA-1 Wind velocity 0.05 m s−1

Temperature 0.01 ◦C
0.1 5.2

Thermohygrometer Vaisala HMP155 T: 0.15 ◦C; RH: 1.5% 60 1.8
Net radiometer Kipp & Zonen CNR1 Daily sums: 10% 60 1.6
Barometer Vaisala PTB110 0.3 hPa 60 1.0
Rain gage Lastem C100A 0.2 mm 60 1.6

To determine CT
2 from the temperature and wind velocity sonic data (Kohsiek [72]), the line

between r1 and r2 in Equation (1) was chosen to be in the direction of the mean horizontal flow. With the
assumption of validity of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, r = V δt, where V is the mean wind
speed and δt is the time step between samples (in our case, δt = 0.1 s).

The sodar and micrometeorological data were transmitted to the ISAC-CNR server, where they
were processed and made available in real time (at the website http://lacost.artov.isac.cnr.it); daily plots
and tables were also archived. More information on the characteristics of this observatory is available
at the same site. The raw data were stored in network-attached storage and are available at the address
//150.146.138.225. Every day, a bulletin was automatically produced, providing plots of the main

http://lacost.artov.isac.cnr.it)
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meteorological parameters and the synoptic and mesoscale forecasts produced from some operative
models. In this study, we report results limited to the period from June 2015 to February 2017.

3. Results

Within the framework of one paper, it is impossible to present detailed results of a statistical
analysis of the temporal (both diurnal and seasonal) and spatial (vertical) structure of the wind
and turbulent fields obtained by sodar together with several meteorological and turbulent variables
measured by the sonic anemometer and conventional instruments in the surface layer. Thus, we restrict
mainly our study to the consideration of the summer (June–August) and winter (December–February)
periods at Tarquinia.

3.1. Statistics of the Principal Meteorological and Turbulent Parameters

Figures 4a–d and 5a–d show the histograms of temperature, wind speed, pressure, and relative
humidity for the summer and winter seasons of 2015–2016, respectively. Individual hourly data
were taken for the analysis. Figure 4a shows that temperatures varied between 13 and 36 ◦C during
summer while, during winter (Figure 5a), the temperature varied between −4 and 18 ◦C. The relative
humidity during summer varied between 50% and 95% with a peak at approximately 70%; during
winter, the humidity was higher, varying mainly between 70% and 95% with a peak at approximately
85%. In summer, the pressure mostly varied between 1002 and 1023 hPa (Figure 4c); the pressure
distribution for the winter season (Figure 5c) showed near-uniform variations in the range between
993 and 1036 hPa, much wider than in summer due to stronger synoptic activity. The prevailing wind
speed values during summer were between 1 and 5 m s−1, while during winter, the percentage of
stronger winds (i.e., >6 m s−1) increased.
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Figure 7a–c show the occurrence distribution of the wind velocity and wind direction at a height
of 5 m (sonic anemometer), as well as at 100 and 200 m (sodar), for the summer season. Figure 8 shows
the same as Figure 7, but for the winter season. Panels (a) and (b) show histograms of wind speed
and wind direction, respectively. The statistical distribution of the hourly averaged wind speed V at
various heights can be modelled using the two-parameter Weibull distribution [3,74], defined as:

p(V) =
b
a

(V
a

)b−1
exp

[
−(V/a)b

]
, (3)

where a is a scale factor (roughly proportional to the expected value of the mean hourly speed in the
season) and b is a shape parameter (roughly proportional to seasonal variability of the hourly wind
speed). The Weibull distributions fitting the wind speed distributions in Figures 7 and 8 are shown by
red curves. As seen in Figures 7 and 8, the scale factor a increases monotonously with height, both in
summer and in winter, as expected in the PBL. In the summer period, at the same heights, the expected
value of hourly averages of wind speed was lower than in the winter period. The fact that the shape
parameter is practically constant shows that the variability of average hourly wind speed did not vary
appreciably with height and season.

The panels in Figures 7c and 8c show a special kind of wind rose diagram, called the occurrence
wind rose, which shows the joint probability distribution of wind speed and wind direction values in
polar co-ordinates.

During summer, the circulation, especially in the lower layers (below 100 m), was concentrated
in two opposite sectors: (i) A narrow sector (45–100◦) corresponding to night land breezes (with low
near-surface wind speeds mainly less than 3 m s−1) and (ii) a wide sector (180–290◦) corresponding
to see breezes (with near-surface wind speeds mainly between 1 and 4 m s−1). The prevailing wind
directions were from the NEE and SWW sectors at 5 and 100 m; at 200 m, three pronounced maxima in
the direction distribution—NE, SSE, and NWW—are evident. Light winds <6 m s−1 at 5 m characterised
the wind behaviour during the summer period. Land breezes from SEE near the surface were very
weak, while those from NE at higher altitudes had wind speed between 6 and 9 m s−1. As will be
shown below, this behaviour was due to the influence of LLJs occurring at this site during night-time.

During winter, the prevailing wind directions were from the NEE and S sectors at 5 m; at higher
altitudes, there were three pronounced maxima in the direction distribution—NE, SSE, and NNW.
The presence of intense winds >7 m s−1 increased at all altitudes during the winter period, in comparison
with the summer. The land breeze intensity near the surface from the NEE direction was about the
same both in summer and winter. The occurrence of see breezes from the west decreased in the winter
months. In the same period, the occurrence of intense winds from the south (at 5 m) and southeast
(at higher altitudes) directions increased. Moreover, at higher altitudes, the occurrence of intense
northwest winds increased in winter.
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Figure 7. Histograms of (a) wind speed and (b) wind direction, as well as (c) occurrence wind rose
diagrams at different heights and different wind speeds values for the summer months June–August in
2015–2016. Upper panel (I): Sonic anemometer measurements at 5 m; middle (II) and lower (III) panels:
Sodar measurements at 100 and 200 m, respectively. The wind rose diagram shows the joint probability
distribution of wind speed and wind direction (where the colour intensity is proportional to the value
of the joint probability density function). Red lines are the fitting Weibull distributions.
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Figure 8. The same as Figure 7, but for the winter months December 2015 and January–February 2016.

3.2. Diurnal Behaviour of the Meteorological and Turbulent Parameters

3.2.1. Daily Cycles of the Relevant Parameters in the Surface Layer

First, we analysed the diurnal variations of the mean and turbulent parameters measured by the
sonic anemometer at the surface layer. In our study, we use the term “night-time” for the local time
period from sunset to sunrise, and “daytime” for the period between sunrise and sunset. Parameters
relevant to the study of thermal and mechanical turbulence were considered: Temperature, T; sensible
heat flux, H0; the temperature structure parameter, CT

2, calculated from sonic anemometer data
using the method of Koshiek [72]; wind speed, V; friction velocity, u*; and the stability parameter, z/L.
Definitions of these turbulent parameters can be found in [65,71] and are also presented in Appendix A.
Figures 9 and 10 show the summarised daily cycles of the aforementioned parameters for the summer
and winter seasons, respectively. Almost all of these parameters show, on average, a typical diurnal
behaviour that does not differ from the results of previous studies at mid-latitudes (e.g., [73]). Diurnal
variations of both meteorological and turbulent parameters during the summer were generally quite
regular, having distortion only due to synoptic perturbations. The principal difference between the
summer and winter seasons was a markedly smaller diurnal amplitude and variability of all mean and
turbulent variables in winter.
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Both meteorological and turbulent parameters presented typical diurnal behaviour [73],
characterised by the occurrence of their maximum values during the central part of the day.
The maximum of the sensible heat flux H0 corresponded to the maximum of solar irradiance.
Wind speed had an evident peak between 1300 and 1400 Central European Time (CET = UTC + 1),
while other parameters presented a daily cycle with a quasi-plateau lasting from 1000 to 1900 CET for
temperature, from 1100 to 1500 CET for sensible heat flux, from 1100 to 1500 CET for friction velocity,
from 1000 to 1600 CET for CT

2, and from 1100 to 1700 CET for z/L.
Despite the mean thermal characteristics, such as temperature and net radiation showing moderate

deviations of their diurnal cycle from the average, the deviations of the turbulent parameters were
sometimes significant; especially considering the features of the behaviour of the temperature structure
parameter, CT

2. Visually, the difference between the daytime and nocturnal CT
2 values varied in a

range larger than one order of magnitude. The daily course of CT
2 near the surface shows two local

minima, at around 0600 and 2000 CET during summer and at around 0900 and 1700 CET during winter.
This behaviour was similar to that previously observed in inland areas [75,76]. We should emphasise a
particular feature of the diurnal behaviour of CT

2 and its clear correlation with changes in the stability
of the surface layer. Comparing the plots of CT

2 (e) and z/L (f) in Figures 9 and 10, we can see that, at
the moments when z/L crosses the zero level, the CT

2 values change markedly (by about one order).
By this observation, it is possible to consider CT

2 variations as a quite sensitive indicator of thermal
stratification changes.
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Figure 9. Diurnal cycle of (a) temperature, (b) wind speed, (c) sensible heat flux H0, (d) friction velocity
u*, (e) temperature structure parameter CT

2, and (f) the stability parameter z/L, for the summer months
June–August in 2015 and 2016. Data are from the sonic anemometer at 5.2 m. Colours show the
temperature at 1.8 m.
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Figure 10. Diurnal cycle of (a) temperature, (b) wind speed, (c) sensible heat flux H0, (d) friction
velocity u*, (e) temperature structure parameter CT

2, and (f) stability parameter z/L for the winter
months December 2015–February 2016. The colours show the temperature at 1.8 m.

We also compared the diurnal courses of the parameters characterising both external (temperature
and net radiation) energy sources and internal turbulent energy characteristics (heat flux and turbulent
kinetic energy). Figure 11 shows the diurnal cycles of the probability distribution of temperature,
net radiation, sensible heat flux, and turbulent kinetic energy for the summer and winter seasons.
The diurnal variations of both meteorological and turbulent parameters during the summer were
generally quite regular, having distortion only due to synoptic perturbations. Generally, the amplitudes
of the diurnal variations of all parameters during summer were higher than those in winter.
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Figure 11. Diurnal behaviour of the occurrence of the relevant meteorological and turbulent parameters:
(a) Temperature, (b) net radiation, (c) sensible heat flux, and (d) turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
for the summer months June–August in 2015 and 2016 (left panels) and for the winter months
December–February 2015–2016 (right panels). In all graphs, the colour intensity is proportional to the
probability density functions of the variables multiplied by 100. Red lines indicate the mean values.

3.2.2. Diurnal Behaviour Patterns of the Wind Field from Sonic and Sodar Data

For a deeper comprehension of wind behaviour at different heights in the ABL, we consider the
wind velocity vector measured by the sonic at 5 m and by the sodar at 100 and 200 m. The diurnal
courses of wind speed (left panels) and wind direction (right panels) are shown in Figures 12 and 13 for
the summer and winter seasons, respectively. The blue-tone colour-bars on the right site of the plots
indicate the probability density functions of the corresponding variables multiplied by 100. Hourly
wind speed median values are also shown as superimposed lines and symbols. A regular daily course
characterised the wind behaviour in the summer months (Figure 12). From 0000 up to 0900 CET, the
wind speed was mainly below 4 m s−1 at 5 m, with an average velocity of 2 m s−1; at larger heights, it
increased up to 8 m s−1 with an average wind speed below 4 m s−1. Wind direction values centred at
the sector 30–100◦ corresponded to the land breeze, which had intensity increasing with height. After
0900 CET, the wind field sharply changed, showing a sea breeze blowing from the sector 180–270◦

with wind speed up to 6 m s−1 at 5 m, reaching 8 m s−1 at larger heights.
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The patterns of the diurnal behaviour of the wind field, especially at higher altitudes, were
markedly different for the summer and winter seasons. The wind speed course at 5 m (Figures 12a and
13a) only showed a maximum between 1200 and 1600 CET, both in summer and winter. The wind
speed courses at 100 and 200 m during summer (Figure 12c,e) show two clear maxima: A strong
daytime one and a weaker nocturnal one. The first one was pronounced and occurred in the central
part of the day, between 1300 and 1500 CET. The second one occurred at about 0400–0700 CET at 100 m
and 0100–0400 CET at 200 m in the night-time. The nocturnal wind speed maximum may have been
due to the presence of an LLJ, which will be considered below. During winter, the presence of the local
circulation effect was evident at 5 m while, at higher altitudes, the daily cycle in wind direction was
not very pronounced, being mixed with different synoptic flows coming from the NW and SE.

3.3. Temporal and Height Structure of Thermal Turbulence in the Coastal ABL

Sodar observations allowed us to visualise some principal features of the temporal and spatial
(vertical) distribution of the thermal turbulence pattern in the area, which was very close to the
coastline. It was found that the diurnal behaviour of the ABL features concerning thermal turbulence
at higher altitudes (>50 m) at this site was quite variable, even under stationary weather conditions.
Diurnal variations were analysed by visual inspection of sodar echograms. Several different regimes of
the diurnal behaviour of turbulence in the ABL were distinguished. They were characterised in two
ways: (1) Variation in the type of stratification (stable, unstable, or neutral); and (2) the height of the
turbulent layer HTL determined from sodar CT

2 profiles. We are aware that the thermal turbulence
intensity cannot be guaranteed to be identical to the intensity of mechanical turbulence; at present, this
is an open question which demands a comprehensive study. Nevertheless, the sodar-detected thermal
turbulence remains the unique source of the information about the vertical structure of the ABL, up to
heights of several hundred metres.

3.3.1. Prevailing Daily Regimes of the Coastal ABL

Our results were based on the visual inspection of sodar echograms having a total duration
of more than 15,000 h. Identification of the stratification conditions in the ABL were made from
echogram patterns, according to the commonly used and well-acknowledged methodology described
in many studies (see, e.g., [64]). According to this methodology, an echogram pattern which appears
as vertically extended plumes (see Figure 14a) is associated with unstable (convective) stratification.
This stratification occurs in Figure 15a, between 0800 and 1800 CET; in Figure 16a, between 1400 and
1900 CET; and in Figure 17a, between 0000 and 2400 CET. Another echogram pattern, appearing as
horizontally extended layers, has been associated with temperature inversion layers (both surface-based
and elevated ones). An example of such an echogram pattern is shown in Figure 14b. This stratification
type occurs in Figure 15a, between 0000 and 0700 CET, as well as between 2000 and 2400 CET; in
Figure 16a, between 0100 and 1000 CET, as well as between 2000 and 2400 CET; and in Figure 18a,
between 0000 and 2400 CET. Echograms showing the absence of thermal turbulence indicate conditions
of neutral stratification.
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Figure 14. Examples of typical sodar echograms indicating (a) a convective layer and (b) a temperature
inversion layer.

(1) The first regime can be described as a “classical” (i.e., typical for inland areas) 24 h pattern
showing alternation between stable (surface-based temperature inversion during the evening and
night-time, between 1900 and 0008 CET) and unstable (convection during the daytime, between 0008
and 1900 CET) stratification, with two transition periods around 0700–0900 CET and 1800–2000 CET.
Examples of such a regime are shown in Figure 15. For this regime, local circulation is not evident; the
wind behaviour is characterised only by the land breeze, with direction varying between the north and
the east (0 and 90◦, respectively). The diurnal behaviours of temperature, relative humidity, H0, u*, z/L,
and CT

2 at 5 m are typical for fair-weather conditions at mid-latitudes. The values of CT
2 at 5 m during

the night-time are about two orders less than those during daytime; while, at 100 m, the behaviour of
sodar CT

2 is quite different, and the night-time and daytime CT
2 values are close, although minima at

0600 and 1800 CET occur. Wind speed profiles in the inversion layer show a monotonous increase
with height, reaching a maximum at the top of the inversion layer. No evidence of local circulation in
the wind field over the daily course is observed, as the wind direction slightly changes between NE
and NEE.
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Figure 15. Example of the diurnal variation of the (a1) ABL thermal turbulence and (a2) wind field
structures; (b) wind speed and direction at 5 m; (c) temperature and relative humidity; (d) friction
velocity and sensible heat flux; and (e) the stability parameter z/L at 5 m and the temperature structure
parameter CT

2 at 5 m (from the sonic anemometer) and at 200 m (from the sodar, in arbitrary units) on
12 August 2016.

(2) In Figure 16, another daily pattern with a nocturnal LLJ is shown. It is characterised by
the following features: (i) Surface-based temperature inversion with an LLJ from 0000 to 1000 CET,
(ii) convective activity from 1000 to 1800 CET, and (iii) surface-based temperature inversion with another
LLJ from 1900 to 2400. Another regime also shows alternation of stable and unstable stratification,
although with a longer transition period between convection and inversion stratifications. The wind
field behaviour significantly differs from the previous case in two ways: (i) During nighttime, an LLJ
with core at 200–250 m occurs; and (ii) the local circulation, where a land breeze from the northeast at
night-time and a sea breeze from the northwest during the daytime are observed.
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Figure 16. Example of the diurnal variation of the (a1) ABL thermal turbulence and (a2) wind field
structures; (b) wind speed and direction at 5 m; (c) temperature and relative humidity; (d) friction
velocity and sensible heat flux; and (e) the stability parameter z/L at 5 m and the temperature structure
parameter CT

2 at 5 m (from the sonic anemometer) and at 200 m (from the sodar in arbitrary units) on
12 August 2015.

(3) In Figure 17, a daily pattern showing the presence of a convective boundary layer over the
entire 24 h period is presented.
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Figure 17. Example of the diurnal variation of the (a1) ABL thermal turbulence and (a2) wind field
structures; (b) wind speed and direction at 5 m; (c) temperature and relative humidity; (d) friction
velocity and sensible heat flux; and (e) the stability parameter z/L at 5 m and the temperature structure
parameter CT

2 at 5 m (from the sonic anemometer) and at 200 m (from the sodar in arbitrary units) on
20 October 2016.

Although the relevant meteorological parameters in the surface layer show a typical behaviour,
with evident diurnal variations in temperature and sensible heat flux, z/L, and CT

2, no significant
variations in the ABL structure (plume-like typical for convection) occur over the 24 h period.
Furthermore, no local circulation features in the wind field are observed. The presence of a convective
boundary layer over 24 h is quite unusual for the ABL above the land; normally, it is observed above
the sea surface (see, e.g., Petenko et al. [77]).

(4) The daily pattern of ABL behaviour with surface-based and elevated inversion layers from
0000 to 2400 CET is shown in Figure 18.
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3.3.2. Statistics of the Turbulent Layer Height 
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Figure 18. Example of the diurnal variation of the (a1) ABL thermal turbulence and (a2) wind field
structures; (b) wind speed and direction at 5 m; (c) temperature and relative humidity; (d) friction
velocity and sensible heat flux; and (e) the stability parameter z/L at 5 m and the temperature structure
parameter CT

2 at 5 m (from the sonic anemometer) and at 200 m (from the sodar in arbitrary units) on
19 July 2016.

The important feature, as determined from this analysis, is the absence of a clear correlation
between diurnal variations of the thermal turbulence intensity near the surface and those at higher
altitudes. Therefore, measurements of meteorological and turbulent characteristics in the surface layer
alone are not sufficient to accurately model and predict the vertical behaviour of turbulence in the ABL
above the surface layer.

3.3.2. Statistics of the Turbulent Layer Height

The height (depth) of the surface-based turbulent layer HTL was estimated automatically using
every 6 s vertical profiles of the intensity of the back-scattering echo signal. First, we filtered the outliers
and removed noise from the echogram using a 2D median filter. Then, every intensity profile was
smoothed using a moving average method to suppress sudden fluctuations in the back-scatter intensity.
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The height where the signal-to-noise ratio dropped below an empirically determined threshold (for our
sodar, it was estimated to be approximately 1.3) was taken as an estimate of the top of the turbulent
layer. Then, these values were averaged over 60 min. Finally, the obtained values were verified visually
and corrected manually, to check if any discrepancies occurred. In Figure 19, a sodar echogram is
shown with the estimated layer height (circles) superimposed onto it. Our method is similar to that
used in [78], where HTL was estimated as the height where the acoustic back-scatter intensity decreased
sharply below an arbitrary threshold value (88 dB). In our case, we preferred to use the signal-to-noise
ratio instead of the signal intensity itself, as it is more general and less dependent on the specific sodar
device and non-stationary ambient acoustic noise.
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turbulent layer depth for different seasons. These plots are in correspondence with results obtained 

from the histograms in Figure 20. Small difference between the average daytime and night-time HTL 

was observed for all seasons. The evident maxima in HTL are observed in the morning hours between 
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Figure 19. Example of the automatically estimated turbulent layer height (black circles) superimposed
onto the sodar echogram for 20 July 2016.

Figure 20 shows probability distributions of the height of the surface-based turbulent layer HTL,
for both the daytime (a) and night-time (b) hours in different seasons. In general, the distributions for
both daytime and night-time conditions are quite similar for all seasons; that is, despite the changes and
alternation of atmospheric stability conditions, the layer where the turbulence occurred had significant
depth over the whole 24 h (see Figure 21). The turbulent layer showed a larger depth in the spring and
autumn seasons.
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Figure 20. Histograms of the turbulent layer height HTL for (a) night-time and (b) daytime hours for
different seasons.

The same data set is used, in Figure 21, to show the summarised diurnal behaviour of the turbulent
layer depth for different seasons. These plots are in correspondence with results obtained from the
histograms in Figure 20. Small difference between the average daytime and night-time HTL was
observed for all seasons. The evident maxima in HTL are observed in the morning hours between 0800
and 1100 CET in spring, between 0800 and 1000 CET in summer, and between 1000 and 1200 CET in
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autumn. The observed diurnal behaviour of the turbulent layer height in the coastal zone presented
some peculiarities, differing from those usually observed in inland areas where, on clear days, it tends
to grow monotonically from shortly after dawn until just before sunset, reaching heights of the order
of 1000 m. This different behaviour was likely due to the strong and complicated interaction between
the marine and land air flows.
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Figure 21. Summarised diurnal behaviour of the turbulent layer depth for different seasons in 2015–2017.
Colours of circles indicate the standard deviation of HTL (in m) estimated over 1 h. Solid black lines
depict median values and dashed blue lines indicate the arithmetic mean values.

3.4. Description of LLJ Features

In this Section, we describe the features of the LLJ phenomenon observed at this site. Some
peculiarities of the structure of turbulent layers in LLJs have not been observed earlier.

3.4.1. Examples of LLJs

Examples of conventional sodar echograms with superimposed wind profiles are shown in
Figure 22, where the maxima (9–12 m s−1) in the wind speed profiles are reached at 200–250 m.
Wind shears ∆V/∆z below and above the maximum have values of 0.035–0.040 and 0.025–0.030 s−1,
respectively. These phenomena were usually observed late in the night and in the early morning.
LLJs with well-recognised KH billows were observed about 150 times (over more than 1000 h).
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Figure 22. Sodar echograms with superimposed hourly wind speed (red lines) and direction (blue dots)
profiles showing LLJ and the presence of Kelvin–Helmholtz billows below and above the LLJ core: (a)
12 August 2015 0200–0800 CET and (b) 26 September 2015 0100–0700 CET.

Visual inspection of echograms with superimposed wind speed profiles revealed two patterns
of the vertical distribution of thermal turbulence in LLJs, whose examples are shown in Figure 23.
One turbulent regime (Figure 23, upper panels) was characterised by a local minimum of the CT

2

profile at the height of the wind speed maximum. For the other regime (Figure 23, lower panels), on
the contrary, the local maximum of CT

2 occurred at HVmax. In fact, the whole turbulent layer across the
LLJ could be subdivided into two distinguishable sub-layers. As the temperature structure parameter
CT

2 is determined by both the temperature and wind velocity gradients [65], complicated interactions
between the wind and temperature fields near the LLJ core can lead to different vertical CT

2 profiles.
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Figure 23. Examples of two types of turbulence distribution near the LLJ core. Sodar echograms with
superimposed wind speed (red lines) and direction (blue lines) profiles, as well as CT

2 profiles. Upper
panels, 12 August 2015; lower panels, 26 August 2015.

As an additional characteristic of the turbulence structure around the LLJ core, we considered the
ratio of the top of the upper layer (above the core) HTL to the LLJ core height HVmax. In some cases, the
core height coincided with the top of the bottom layer below the core. In Figure 24, we present the
features of the ratio of the height of the top of the whole turbulent layer generated by the LLJ to the
core height HTL/HVmax. Figure 25a shows a histogram of this ratio, while Figure 25b shows its values
versus HVmax. The average value of this ratio is about 2 and, so, the height of the layer with thermal
turbulence was about two times higher than the LLJ core height.
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Figure 24. (a) Histogram of the ratio HTL/HVmax and (b) values of HTL/HVmax versus HVmax. Colours
of circles indicate the wind velocity at the LLJ core.
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Figure 25. Histograms of (a) height of wind speed maximum, (b) wind speed, and (c) wind direction
in the LLJ core.

3.4.2. Statistics of LLJ Characteristics

In this Section, we consider the statistical properties of some parameters characterising the LLJs
occurring in this coastal area. Figure 25 shows statistical distributions of the relevant LLJ characteristics:
Height of the wind speed maxima HVmax, wind speed, and wind direction in the LLJ core. The LLJ
core height ranges mainly between 100 and 300 m. The wind speed at the LLJ core varied over a wide
range of 5–18 m s−1. The prevailing wind directions of LLJs was concentrated in the narrow northeast
sector, corresponding to the nocturnal land breeze.

The temporal characteristics of LLJs are shown in Figure 26. The diurnal distribution of LLJs
is shown in Figure 26a, which indicates that LLJs occurred mainly during night-time (i.e., between
sunset and sunrise). The annual distribution of LLJ occurrence (Figure 26b) is also non-uniform, which
indicates that LLJs were more frequent during the period between August and December. We assume
that the seasonal variations of the diurnal cycle, in terms of the difference of temperature in the ABL
between inland and offshore areas may be responsible for the seasonal variations in the occurrence of
LLJs. Unfortunately, such data were not available to us.
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Figure 26. Diurnal (a) and annual (b) distributions of the number of LLJ events.

In Figure 27, the height of the LLJ core versus the LLJ core wind speed Vmax and wind direction
Dirmax is presented. Figure 27a shows that more intense LLJs had higher core altitudes. The height
behaviour of Vmax can be roughly approximated by the linear function Vmax = 0.024 HVmax + 5.1. As for
the relationship between HVmax and wind direction, there was a weak tendency of the direction shifting
from NE-E at lower altitudes to NN-E in LLJs at higher altitudes. LLJs with S-SE and W directions
occurred rarely, during strong weather changes or caused by synoptic-scale flows.
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Figure 27. Wind speed (a) and wind direction (b) in the LLJ core versus core height. Red lines indicate
linear fitting functions.

To determine whether a relationship between the wind characteristics in LLJs and those near
the surface existed, we present the values of wind speed Vmax and wind direction Dirmax in the LLJ
core versus those measured at 5 m. Figure 28a,b show these dependences, with additional colour
indications of wind direction and speed. The lower panels of the same figure (c and d) show the same
dependences, but with colour indications of the downward longwave radiation, characterising the
presence of clouds [57]. From these plots, we can conclude that the most intense LLJs occurred under
clear-sky conditions (low downward longwave radiation), while the less intense LLJs (and, accordingly,
at lower heights) occurred with the presence of clouds. The main direction of the LLJs varied in a
narrower range (approximately 60) than those near the surface (approximately 100). Additionally, a
few cases of LLJs from SE and W directions—associated earlier with synoptic perturbations—occurred
under cloudy conditions. The obtained data show a very steep, but weak, dependence of Vmax on
the near-surface wind speed Vs. Moreover, two clusters were evident in these data. The overall
dependence can be approximated by two linear functions Vmax = A Vs + B, where A ≈ 9 and B ≈
−8 for the range 0 < Vs <= 2 (green line), and A ≈ 3 and B ≈ 4 for the range 2 < Vs < 5 (red line).
Correlation coefficients for the two regressions are approximately 0.6 and 0.7, respectively. Thus, these
relationships are valid, independent of wind direction and LWd.

From these features, we can conclude that it is likely not possible to accurately predict the wind
field behaviour at higher levels based on near-surface measurements alone.
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Figure 28. Dependence of the wind (a,c) speed Vmax and (b,d) direction Dirmax at the LLJ core versus
the same variables at 5 m (Vs and Dirs). Colours in the upper panels indicate wind direction (at a,c)
and speed (at b,d). Colours in the lower panels indicate the downward longwave radiation.

Figure 29 shows normalised profiles of the wind speed (Figure 29a) and wind direction (Figure 29b)
versus the height normalised to the height of the LLJ core HVmax collected during the whole experiment.
Wind direction profiles are taken as deviation from the direction at the LLJ core. The dependence
of V/Vmax on the normalised height H/HVmax can be fitted by two linear functions, below and above
H/HVmax = 1, respectively. For the lower part, we obtained the equation V/Vmax = 0.69 H/HVmax + 0.37
(green line in Figure 29a); for the upper part, V/Vmax = −0.44 H/HVmax + 1.48 (red line in Figure 29a).
The height dependence of the wind direction deviation in Figure 29b shows a slight (<20◦) clockwise
rotation of the wind vector above the LLJ core.
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3.4.3. Wave-Like Structures in LLJs  
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cases, do not allow for detection and resolution of any internal regular (e.g., wavy) sub-mesoscale 

structures, leading to the erroneous idea that turbulence is chaotically uniform in the turbulent layers 
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Figure 29. (a) Wind speed profiles normalised to Vmax versus the height normalised to HVmax and
(b) profiles of wind direction deviation from the direction in the LLJ core versus the height normalised
to HVmax. Red and green lines indicate the linear fitting functions.

In Figure 30, histograms of the vertical gradients of wind speed profiles below (red) and above
(blue) the LLJ core are shown. The probability distributions of wind speed gradients in the lower and
upper parts of the LLJs were quite different, having maxima at approximately 0.035 and 0.025 s−1,
respectively. Although the observed wind speed gradients of LLJs in coastal zones did not present
dangerous wind shears (according to the ICAO classification [79], the threshold is determined as
0.07 s−1), they should be taken into account for aviation safety. As they occur very close to the surface;
approximately 200 m and have opposite signs, they can create sudden difficulties for pilots.
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Figure 30. Histograms of the wind speed gradient below (red) and above (blue) the LLJ core.

3.4.3. Wave-Like Structures in LLJs

Conventional sodar echograms with time duration of several hours (see Figure 22), in many cases,
do not allow for detection and resolution of any internal regular (e.g., wavy) sub-mesoscale structures,
leading to the erroneous idea that turbulence is chaotically uniform in the turbulent layers generated
by LLJs. Nevertheless, detailed visual analysis has revealed that two different turbulent layers occur,
both below and above the LLJ core height, as shown in Figure 31. The high-resolution echograms
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provide evidence of the regular periodical structure of tilted thin turbulent layers. This structural
pattern resembles a braid (or herringbone) pattern of Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices in both the layers.
The periodicity of the braids is about 70–90 s in the lower layer and 100–120 s in the upper layer.
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Figure 31. Close-up of the echogram from Figure 22, showing the presence of KHBs below and above
the height of the wind speed maximum (red line). Braid-like thin turbulent layers are tilted in opposite
directions, depending on the vertical gradient (positive or negative) of wind speed (12 August 2015,
0505–0525 CET).

The angle of the braid slopes seems to be connected with the height dependence of the mean
flow speed in the wavy layer. As shown in [43,51,52], the vorticity of the wind disturbance in KHBs
may be either clockwise or counterclockwise, depending on the mean wind profile. If the wind speed
increases with height, then the upper part of the braid structure appears over the sodar first and, on
the echogram, the tilt will be shown as directed from the point on the top left side to the bottom right.
If the speed decreases with height, then it appears first in the lower part, and the tilt direction will
be from a point on the bottom left side to the upper right of the wavy layer in the echogram. A clear
example of the second type of KHB was observed at the SMART site in an LLJ with core height of
100 m, but with a strong negative gradient of approximately −0.03 s−1 above the core, up to 400 m.
The echogram and wind profile for this case are shown in Figure 32. Previous observations have
mostly shown the first case or the second one (see, e.g., [51,52]), but the two KHB types have never
been presented simultaneously. The question of KHB location (either in the bottom or upper part
of a LLJ) is part of the general unsolved problem related to the conditions needed for the formation of
KH instability in the atmosphere [58,61].
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Figure 32. Example of the wavy braid pattern occurring in the layer with a negative wind speed vertical
gradient: (left panel) Sodar echogram and (right panel) wind speed profile obtained 4 December 2017
at the SMART site.
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4. Conclusions

Results on coastal ABL morphology were presented to indicate the principal features generated
by the complicated interactions between local sea/land breeze circulation with LLJs, turbulence, and
wave processes. Continuous monitoring of the ABL was carried out close to the Tyrrhenian Sea, near
Tarquinia (Italy), in 2015–2017. A ground-based remote sensing instrument (triaxial Doppler sodar)
and conventional in situ micro-meteorological sensors were used for continuous monitoring of wind
velocity vertical profiles, the thermal structure of the atmosphere, the height of the turbulent layer,
turbulent heat and momentum fluxes in the surface layer, atmospheric radiation, and precipitation.
Characteristics of the spatial and temporal structure of the ABL were then analysed.

The diurnal behaviour of the principal meteorological and turbulent variables near the surface
(< 5 m) was quite typical of those generally observed in inland zones and showed the clear presence
of the local sea/land breeze circulation in the wind and turbulent fields. The diurnal behaviour of
the wind field through the whole ABL was mainly characterised by local circulation features, even
though it was affected by synoptic-scale processes. Comparison with the results obtained earlier by
Fiumicino [34], Pratica di Mare [26], and Castelporziano [27] showed a good similarity of the general
diurnal behaviour of the wind field in summer. Nevertheless, some distinguishable peculiarities were
found to characterise the ABL structure near Tarquinia. The variability of the daily behaviour of the
height of the turbulent layer and its stratification conditions were noted as an important feature of
this site. Diurnal alternation of the types of atmospheric stability (stable and unstable stratification) at
higher altitudes through the whole ABL was variable and could be classified into a number of main
regimes. Three prevailing types of diurnal behaviour of the ABL turbulence structure were identified,
based on the sodar and in situ measurements:

(i) The typical inland alternation of the nocturnal surface-based temperature inversion layer (with or
without LLJ) and the convective-plume layer (capped by the inversion layer in the morning
hours), as commonly experienced at inland sites;

(ii) the presence of a surface-based temperature inversion layer during both night and day; and
(iii) the presence of a convective-plume layer (either capped by the elevated inversion layer or without

it) during both night and day.

To correctly interpret the peculiarities of the local circulation pattern and its daily cycle, including
the generation of the observed LLJs, measurements of the sea-surface temperature are surely needed.
Unfortunately, no such data were available in our experiment.

As for the higher layers (>50 m), no clear correlation between diurnal behaviour of the turbulence
intensity (in terms of CT

2) in the surface layer (<5 m) and at higher altitudes (up to a few hundred
metres) was found. The highest discrepancy was observed during the night-time periods when a stable
boundary layer could be expected. From our results, we see no reliable possibility to extrapolate and
predict the behaviour of the pattern of the wind and turbulence fields at higher altitudes (50–500 m)
using only near-surface measurements (at 5 m). While the near-surface diurnal behaviour of CT

2

usually presented low values at night-time and higher values during the day (their ratio exceeding
one order of magnitude), in the upper heights, the CT

2 behaviour was more variable and showed
higher thermal turbulence intensity during night-time, which was probably generated by gravity–shear
waves occurring in LLJs due to strong wind gradients. In previous studies [58], it has been noted that
the appearance of a turbulence structure can be associated with Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, which
is capable of generating long-lived turbulence activity. As for the likely generation mechanisms of
the night-time LLJs, we guess that there was a pressure gradient, due to the land/sea temperature
difference, that caused a seaward acceleration of air at night close to the surface. This flow would
be concentrated into a narrow band of heights by the nocturnal stability profile, which would then
generate the LLJ. During the day, the corresponding sea breeze would not be vertically concentrated in
this way, so the air flow would be over a much deeper layer (no jet).
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The high occurrence of LLJs characterises the nocturnal ABL in the coastal zone during the
late-summer and autumn seasons from August to December. Generally, LLJs occurred during the night
and into the early morning hours. Often, they were accompanied by gravity–shear waves (showing
KHB-like braid structures), generated both below and above the LLJ core (located mainly at 100–300 m)
with opposite slopes of wave fronts corresponding to the different signs of wind speed gradients.
Maximum wind speeds in the LLJ core were generally in the range of 5–18 m s−1, with prevailing
direction from the north-northeast sector when land breezes occurred. Empirical relationships between
the LLJ core wind speed characteristics and those near the surface were obtained. The relationship
between the LLJ core wind speed and that near the surface were roughly approximated by two linear
functions (see Figure 28). The LLJ core wind speed and its height were found to be connected by the
equation Vmax =0.024 HVmax + 5.1.

There were two main patterns of the turbulence distribution over height in LLJs: (i) In the region of
the wind-speed maximum, the minimum turbulence occurred; and (ii) in the region of the wind-speed
maximum, the maximum turbulence occurred. Different vertical profiles of CT

2 may be caused by
complicated interactions between the wind and temperature fields near the LLJ core. Below and above
the LLJ core, two turbulent sub-layers with different internal structures often occurred, where the
upper layer extended up to 400–500 m. Inside both the bottom and elevated turbulent layers, regular
wavy fine-scale layers forming the braid (or herringbone) pattern (i.e., KHB-like) were present in the
sodar echogram. Within these layers, Kelvin–Helmholtz billows having opposite slopes occurred.
The periods of the observed wavy structures ranged between 100 and 200 s. Horizontal scales were
roughly estimated as approximately 700–3000 m. The vertical thickness of individual braid layers
varied between 30 and 70 m. The entire depth of the turbulent layer containing the waves varied
between 200 and 600 m. These estimates were mainly in good agreement with the results of previous
studies, as summarised in [58]. The presence of significant wind shears in LLJs is important for aviation
safety and should, thus, be taken into account in coastal zones. The main feature of the results of our
study of the KHB wave structures is that they occurred mainly during night-time in land-breeze layers,
while the majority of the previous studies [58] referred to sea breezes.

Based on the obtained results, we recommend that comprehensive studies of the near-coastal
ABL should utilise a complex of instrumentation, including both in situ surface measurements with
the necessary ground-based remote sensing instrumentation, such as Doppler sodar, Doppler lidar
wind profiler, and radio-acoustic sounding system (RASS), as well as a tethered balloon system, for an
intense experimental campaign. These techniques provide continuous observations of vertical profiles
of atmospheric parameters with the necessary spatial and temporal resolutions. For comprehensive
analysis of wave structures, the development of advanced methods for image recognition and processing
is necessary.

The challenging problem in atmospheric physics concerning vertical transfer from the near-surface
layer to the overlying atmosphere, as well the horizontal transfer, is unlikely to be resolved without
consideration of wave processes. Our observational results provide a basis for further development
of both theoretical and modelling approaches taking into account wave processes occurring in the
atmospheric boundary layer at the land–sea interface. The presented results could be used in the
verification of some (including LES and DNS) computational experiments.
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Appendix A

Turbulent characteristics:
The turbulent near-surface kinematic heat flux at the surface is calculated as

(
w′θ′

)
s
.

The sensible heat flux is calculated as H0 = cp ρ u*T*, where ρ is the air density and cp is the specific
heat of air at constant pressure.

The friction velocity is calculated as u* =
(
u′w′

)
s
.

The surface-layer temperature scale is calculated as T* =
(
w′θ′

)
s
/u*.

The Obukhov length is calculated as L = −u*
3 T/

(
κg w′θ′

)
, where κ = 0.4 is the

von Karman constant.
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